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Abstract 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A set D C_ V is a strong dominating set of G if for every vertex 
v C V -  D there is a vertex x E D with xv C E of larger or equal degree, i.e. d(y, G)<~d(x, G). 
The strong domination umber 7~t(G) is defined as the minimum cardinality of a strong domi- 
nating set and was introduced by Sampathkumar nd Pushpa Latha in 1996. Let 1 be the set of 
vertices of G without neighbours of larger or equal degree. It is known that ;,~,(G)~< (!V I+ I/It. 2. 
We show that the influence of II] on ?~t(G) is actually weaker. We present a new bound on 
?~t(G) where ]1] in the above expression is replaced by max{l, ]I'[} for a suitable subset f of 
1. In the special case l '  = ~ we characterize all extremal graphs. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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1. In t roduct ion  
All graphs in this paper are finite and undirected and may contain multiple edges 
and loops. The vertex set of  a graph G is denoted by V(G) and the edge set by 
E(G). The order n(G) of  G is I v(a) l .  1"he degree d(u,G) of a vertex u in G is 
the number of edges incident with u where loops are counted twice. The multiplicity 
of parallel edges jo in ing u and v in G is denoted by m~(u,v). The neighbourhood 
N(u, G) of a vertex u in G consists of all vertices v ¢; u with uv E E(G). The closed 
neighbourhood N[u,G] of  u in G is {u} UN(u, G). For a subset X C_ V(G) we define 
N(X, G) = U,.~x N(v, G)  and N[X, G] = U,.~x N[t:, G]. A vertex u is called a strong 
neighbour of v in G if u C N(v,G) and d(u, G)>~d(t,, G). The strong neighbourhood 
N~t(u, G) of a vertex u in G is the set of all strong neighbours of u. A vertex u in 
G is isolated iff N(u,G) = {3 and strongly isolated iff N,t(u,G) = (3. The set of  all 
isolated vertices of  a graph G is denoted by I(G) and the set of all strongly isolated 
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vertices of a graph G is denoted by/st(G).  For every graph I (G)  C/st(G) and/st(G) 
is an independent set, i.e. no edge joins different vertices in/st(G). 
A subset D C_ V(G) is a dominating set of  G iff every vertex v C V(G) - D has 
a neighbour in D. The domination number 7(G) is the minimum cardinality of  a 
dominating set of  G. Furthermore, for any subset X C_ V(G) a subset D C_ V(G) is a 
strong dominating set of  X in G iff every vertex v C X - D has a strong neighbour in 
D. The strong domination umber 7st(X, G) of  X in G is the minimum cardinality of a 
strong dominating set of  X in G. I fX  = V(G) we say that D is a strong dominating set 
of G and ~st(G) = }'st(V(G), G). For a subset V' C_ V(G), integers ml . . . . .  mt and edges 
kl .... kl, the graph G[V ( G) -  V']+mt *kl + . . .+ml*kt  = G[V( G) -  V' ]+~l  <~i<,t mi *ki 
arises from G by removing all vertices in V' from V(G) and all edges incident with 
vertices in V', and adding mi times the edge ki for i - 1 . . . . .  l to the edge set of  G. 
For an edge k = xy C E(G)  the graph G - k arises from G by removing one edge 
joining x and y, i.e. ma_a(x,y)  = mc(x ,y ) -  1. An edge between the vertices u and v 
is denoted by uv and a loop incident with a vertex w is denoted by ww. The complete 
graph on n vertices without multiple edges or loops is denoted by K,,. A path P in G 
joining the vertices x0 and xt with inner vertices xj for i = 1 . . . . .  l - 1 is denoted by 
P : XoXl ...xl. 
I f  we restate the simple and classical bound of Ore on the domination umber [2] 





½(n(G) ÷ II(G)I). (1) 
Henning proved an analogous bound on the strong domination umber 
graphs without multiple edges or loops. It is easy to see that their proof 
the same result if we allow multiple edges and loops. 
Proposition 1 (Hattingh and Henning [1]). Let G be a graph, then 
7st(G) ~ ½(n(G) -t- I/st(G)[ ). (2) 
These two results suggest hat the strongly isolated vertices play the same role for 
the strong domination as do the isolated vertices for the ordinary domination. This 
cannot always be true which can be seen by the following reasoning. 
Both - -  the isolated and the strongly isolated vertices - -  can only be dominated by 
themselves and are therefore contained in every (strong) dominating set. The difference 
between them is that the strongly isolated vertices may have many neighbours which 
are all strongly dominated by them. Thus, it seems quite intuitive that their contribution 
to the strong domination umber should be in some cases smaller than the contribution 
of  the isolated vertices to the domination umber. 
Examining sharp bounds on the strong domination umber which have been found 
to date [1,3], we see that the extremal graphs for all these bounds do always achieve 
equality in (2). Therefore, we cannot expect to find a weak condition on the graph 
which implies a better result than (2). 
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In section two we present some improvements of  Proposition 1 which lead to our 
main result Theorem 1. In section three we characterize all extremal graphs under a 
special degree condition and cite examples which show that no weaker condition of a 
similar kind can lead to a better bound on }'st(G) than (2). 
2. Improvements of Proposition 1 
We start with some preparatory results. 
Proposition 2. Let G be a graph q /order  n. [ f  Jbr a set U c V(G) every vertex 
v E N(U, G) - U - l~t(G) has a strong neighbour in V(G) - U, then 
, ,  - IU I  + I&(G) - Ul 
7~,(G)<~ + ;,~,(U. G). (3) 
2 
Proof. First, we define G ~ = G[V(G)]+~_~.cl.i~;~k, i.e. we double all edges and loops 
and then we set 
G* = G'[V(G)- U] + Z ~ m<;(u, ~:)* v~,. 
ICViG)--L/ u~Nit,d)r~'~ 
For the graph G* on n - [U  I vertices we obtain d(v,G*) = 2d(v,G) for all v 
V(G) -  U. This and the property of U implies I~(G*) = Lt (G) -  U. For arbitrary 
strong dominating sets Dt of  G* and D2 of U in G the set D = D~ LJ D2 is a strong 
dominating set of G. Thus, applying Proposition 1 to the graph G*, we get 
7st(G) d 7st(G*)+Tst(U,G) 
{(n- lUl)-l/st(G)- UI + 7~,(U,G) 
and the proof is complete. 
For a special choice of  U we get a simpler expression which can be regarded as 
the first improvement of  Proposition l. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a graph q/" order n. I j . /o r  a set I* C_l~t(G) evel 3, t:erte.v 
c E N(N( I* ,  G), G) - N[/*,  G] - / , t (G)  has a strong neighbour in V(G) N(I*,  G), 
then 
y~,(G) ~ ~(n + II~t(G)l - IN(Z*, O)l). 
Proof. We choose U -- N[I*,G] in Proposition 2 and observe that IU I = II'1 + 
IN(/*, G) I and y,~t(U, G) = II* 1. If a vertex v C N(N( I * ,  G), G) - N[I*, G] - IMG) has 
a strong neighbour in V(G) -N( I * ,  G), then it has a strong neighbour in V(G) -  U 
V(G) - N[I*, G] and we obtain the desired result. [i] 
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With this corollary and some more terminology we can now prove our main result. 
For a graph G we define 
I~2(G)  = {v C Lt(G)ld(u,G)<<,2 for all u E N(v,G)}, 
I~t~2(G) =/~t(G) - Is~2(G). 
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph of order n. Then 
7st(G) ~< ~(n + max{l, [I~2(G)I}). (4) 
Proof. We assume that the theorem is false and that the graph G is a counterexample 
of  minimal order. We set 11 = Is~2(G), 5 = I~t2(G) and I = ls6G). If  I1 = 0 or 
[I] = 1, the theorem is true by Proposition 1. Thus, [Ii1~> 1 and [I1~>2 which implies 
n>~4 and d(v,G)>~3 for all v E I. We consider different cases. 
Case 1: There are two vertices v c Ii and w C I at distance 2 apart. 
Let x be any common neighbour of  v and w. d(x, G) = 2, as x E N(v, G). The graph 
c'=c[v(c)-{v,x}]+ww+ ~ m~(v, yl*wy 
yCN(~,G) {x} 
is a connected graph of order n - 2 with d(w, G') = d(v, G) + d(w, G) and d(u, G ~) = 
d(u, G) for all u E V(G t) - {w}. The vertex w loses exactly one neighbour of  degree 
at most two and possibly gets new neighbours of  degree at most two. Therefore, 
I~2(G' )  = I1 - {v} and I~2(G ') = 12. For any strong dominating set D'  of G' the set 
D = D ~ t2 {v} is a strong dominating set of  G and by the minimality of  G we obtain 
the contradiction 
7st(G) ~< 7st(G') + 1 ~< ½(n - 2 + max{l, ]Ist~(G')]}) + 1 
= ½(n + max{l, ]I~2(G)I}). (5) 
Thus, all pairs of  vertices v C I1 and w E I are at distance at least three apart. 
Case 2: Every vertex v C N(N(I1, G), G) - N[II, G] - I has a strong neighbour in 
V(G) - N(Ii, a). 
Since all vertices in 11 have distance at least three and G has no isolated vertices, 
we have [N(II, G)] ~> [I1 [. Applying Corollary 1, we obtain the contradiction 
7st(G) ~ ½(n+[ I  - [N( I1 ,G) I  )=  ½(n+lI, t+1121-[X( l l ,G)[)  
~< ½(n + II=1)~< ½(n + max{l, ]/~t~Z(G)l}). 
Thus, we only have to consider the following case. 
Case 3: There is a vertex v E N(N(I1, G), G) -N[ I1 ,  G] - I  which has all its strong 
neighbours in N(II, G). 
For all strong neighbours u of  v, since u E N(I , ,G),  we have d(u,G)<~2 and 
mc(u,v) = 1 (for otherwise d(u,G)>~3). Therefore, d(v,G)<...2, since at least one 
such strong neighbour u exists. 
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Case 3.1: d(v ,G)= 1. 
Let u E N( I I ,G)  be a (strong) neighbour of v and w E I i  be the neighbour of u 
different from v. The graph G' = G[V(G) - {u, t:}] + ww is a connected graph of order 
n - 2 with i: t<2(G:) I1 and I,~t2(G ~) = 12. Since for every strong dominating set D' 
of  G' the set D' U {u} is a strong dominating set of  G, we get a similar contradiction 
as in (5). 
Case 3.2: d(v, G) = 2. 
Let ul C N( l l ,  G) be a strong neighbour of  v and let u2 be the neighbour of r different 
of ut. If d(u2, G) : 1, we get a similar contradiction as in (5) by considering the 
graph G[V(G) -  {u2, v}]. Thus, d(u2, G)>~2 and, since t: has all its strong neighbours 
in N( I I ,G) ,  we get u2 E N( I I ,G)  and d(u2, G) = 2. Let wi C Ii for i = 1,2 bc 
the neighbour of  u: different from L~ (note that Wl - w2 might happen). The graph 
G' = G[V(G) -  {u2, t:}] + W2Ul is a connected graph of order n -  2 with 1:i ~ -(G ) Ii 
and I ,~2(G ') = 12. Since for a strong dominating set D' of  G' the set D' ~ {t:} is a 
strong dominating set of G, we get a similar contradiction as in (5). 
Therefore, all cases lead to a contradiction and the proof is complete. [i 
If we do not assume that G is connected, Theorem l can be applied to all connected 
components of G. I f  G has tc connected components, this leads to 
7:~(G) ~< ½(n(G) + (~: - 1 ) + max{ 1, II%~ -(G)I }) 
Theorem 1 has an immediate corollary. 
Corol lary 2, Let  G be a connected #raph o/ 'order n w i th / , (~(G)  = (3. Then 
-;~(G)-<< ½(n + 1). (6) 
3. Ext remal  graphs for l~t~2(G) = 0 
We are now going to characterize all graphs which achieve equality in (4) for the 
case l~t - (G)  = (3, i.e. all extremal graphs for Corollary 2. We do not expect that it is 
possible to find an easy characterization f the extremal graphs without the restriction 
I~2(G)  = (3. Nevertheless, we can cite some structural properties of these graphs. 
Proposit ion 3. Let  G be a connected 9raph o f  order n which achieves equali O, in (4). 
then L/br I : l~t(G), It : I~- (G)  and I~ = I~2(G)  the graph G has the j~)/lowin.q 
properties. 
1. ,(/ ~ C I. u E N(v ,G)  and d(u ,G)  = 2, then m(;(v,u) = 1. 
2. [ / ' P  : xo . . .x l  is a path in G with xo E 1, d(xi, G) = 2 ji~r i : 1 . . . . .  I 1 amt 
d(xt, G) = 1, then l = 2. 
3. There is no path P : xo . . .xz  in G with xo,x/ ~ 12 and d(x~,G) 2 liar 
i=1  . . . . .  l -1 .  
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4. I f  P : xo...x~ is a path in G with xo E 11, d(xi ,G) = 2 Jor i = 1 . . . . .  I - 1 and 
x/ E I, then l E {2,4}. 
5. The vertices {u E N(I, G)ld(u, G) = 2} are independent. 
6. There is no cycle C in G with V(C)N I  ¢ 0 and d(u,G) = 2 Jor all u E V(C) - I .  
Proof. We prove Point 1 by contradiction. Therefore, we assume that G is a counter- 
example, i.e. mc3(v,u)>j2. Since d(u,G) = 2, we have that N(u ,G)  = {v} and the 
connected graph G' = G[V(G) - {u}] + vv of order n - 1 satisfies the hypothesis 
~<2 t ~2 I of Theorem 1 and Ist(G I) = I, /st (G)  = It and Ist (G)  = 12. Since every strong 
dominating set D of G 1 is also a strong dominating set of G, Theorem 1 implies the 
contradiction 
7st(G)<~',/st(G')<~ ½(n - l + max{l, t121}). 
The proofs of  Points 2 to 6 can easily be done by contradiction using similar 
constructions. [] 
We will now give a constructive definition of  a class ~ of graphs. With the next 
theorem we show that ~ contains exactly all extremal graphs. 
A graph G belongs to the class G if and only if I V(G)I = 1 or there is a tree T 
(without loops or multiple edges) so that G can be obtained from T executing the 
following two steps S1 and $2 (each once and S1 first). 
S 1. Subdivide each edge of T one or three times. 
$2. To every vertex v E V(T)  (i.e. to all 'old' vertices of T, no vertex which arose 
by subdivision) add new loops and complete graphs/£2 on two vertices. Exactly 
one vertex in each of these K2's is joined to v by a new edge. Add so many 
loops and K2's to assure that d(v,G)>j3. 
Note that for every graph G E ~ the following four facts are equivalent: v E I~t(G), 
v E V(T),  d(v,G)>>,3 and v E Is~2(G). It is straightforward to verify that every graph 
G E G satisfies )'st(G) = ½(n(G) + 1) and I~2(G)  = 0. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph of  order n with I~t~2(G) = 0. Then 
7st(G) = ½(n(G) + 1 ) i f  and only i f  G E G. 
Proofi It just remains to prove the 'only if'-part. We will prove this by contradic- 
tion and choose G to be among all counterexamples of minimal order a graph which 
minimizes the number of  edges. We have 7st(G) = ½(n(G) + 1) and I~2(G)  = 0. 
Thus, by Proposition !, we have I =/s t (G)  ~ 0 and G satisfies properties l to 6 of  
Proposition 3. 
It is easy to see that if there would be no vertex v E V(G) - / s t (G)  with d(v, G)~>3, 
these properties would imply G E ~. Hence, there is a vertex v ~ V(G) - / s t (G)  with 
d(v, G)>~3. As G is connected, we can assume, without loss of generality, that there 
is a vertex u E I and a path P : u =xox~ ...x~ - v in G with k~>2 and d(xi, G) = 2 
fo r /=  1 . . . . .  k -1 .  
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Observing the restrictions given by Proposition 3, we have to consider the following 
cases. In every case we construct a graph G' of smaller order or with less edges. D' 
will always denote a strong dominating set of G'. 
Case l: k >~ 3. 
We consider the graph G ~ = G -x lx2 .  The set D; is also a strong dominating set 
of G. If G' is connected, then Proposition 3.2 implies the contradiction 
_~ ~' ~1 ;'st(G ) -~ ;'~t(G )-~ 3n. (7) 
If G' is not connected, then it has two components Hi and He with (w.l.o.g.) t: ~ V(/tt ) 
and, therefore, Hi ~ G. Again by Proposition 3.2, we obtain ~ ~ G. As the union of 
strong dominating sets of H1 and H2 is a strong dominating set of  G, we obtain the 
same contradiction as in (7). Thus k = 2. 
Case 2: N(u, G)= {xl }. 
The connected graph G' = G-mcj (u ,  u)*uu which arises from G by deleting all loops 
incident with u (there is at least one such loop, as u E I)  does not belong to ~. We can 
assume that x~ E D'. As d(v ,G ' )~3,  the vertex v is not strongly dominated by .vm in 
G' and the set D; - {xl } U {u} is a strong dominating set of G which implies the same 
contradiction as in (7), Thus, N(u ,G)  = {xl ,y l  . . . . . .  v/} for I>~l with d(y , ,G)  =-2 
and mc;(u,y,) 1 for i=  1 . . . . .  l, by Proposition 3. 
Case 3: d(u,G)>-4. 
If G' - G - uyl is connected, it does not belong to ~G and D' is also a strong 
dominating set of G which implies the same contradiction as in (7). Hence, G' has 
two components HI and ~ with (w.l.o.g.) t' C V(HI)  and, therefore, HI ~ G. First, 
we assume H2 ~ ~. As the union of  strong dominating sets of Hi and H2 is a strong 
dominating set of G, we obtain the same contradiction as in (7). Hence, H3 ~ G 
which implies that G contains a path P : u = xoylab with xo, b ~ 1 and d(y~.G) 
d(a,G)  2 which is a contradiction to Proposition 3.4. 
Case 4: d(u, G) - 3. 
Let z; be the neighbour of  y, different of u for i = 1,2 (z, v for i = 1,2 is 
possible). By Proposition 3.5, we know zl ~ y: (z2 ¢ )'l). If zl - z:, then G' = 
G[V(G) - {u, yl}] + zlxl is connected and does not belong to gT. We can assume 
that zl ¢ D' and thus D' U {u} is a strong dominating set of  G and we obtain the 
contradiction 
;'~,(G)~<;'~,(G')+ l~<½(n 2) ~ 1 =: ½n. (8) 
Thus, zl ~A z2. 
If  d(zl, G) ~> 3, we consider G' = G[ V(G) - { u, Yl }] + Zl 3'2. If G' is connected, then 
G' ~ ~. Since y2 can not strongly dominate zl in G', the set D' U {u} is a strong 
dominating set of G and we obtain the same contradiction as in (8). Thus, G' has two 
components HI and ~ with (w.l.o.g.) v ~ V(HI ), i.e. Ht ( ~. if ~ ~ G, we obtain 
the same contradiction as in (8). Hence, H2 C G and, as d(z i ,G)  = d(zL,G')>~3, we 
know zl ~ 1. Now, the graph G '= G[V(G) -{u ,  vl}] +z ly2  +ZlXl is connected and 
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does not belong to •. As D t U {u} is a strong dominating set of G, we obtain the same 
contradiction as in (8). 
Hence, d(zl, G) ~< 2 and also d(z2, G) ~< 2 by symmetry and zl and z2 are not adjacent 
by Proposition 3.6 and different from v. 
If d(zl,  G) = d(z2, G) = 1, the graph G' = G[V(G)-{y l ,  y2,zl,z2}]+uu is connected 
and does not belong to ~. As D 'U  {Yl,Y2} is a strong dominating set of  G, we obtain 
the contradiction 
7st(G) ~< ~,s,(G') + 2~< ½(n - 4) + 2 = ½n. (9) 
Hence, we can assume d(zl, G) = 2. Let a be the neighbour of  zl different from yl.  
By Proposition 3.2, d(a,G)~>2. 
I f  d(a,G) = 2, we consider G' = G[V(G) -  {yl ,z l}]  + ua. G' is connected, does 
not belong to ~ and satisfies Ist(G') =/st(G). As D'  U {a} is a strong dominating set 
of  G, we obtain the same contradiction as in (8). Hence, d(a,G)>~3 and we consider 
the graph G' = G[V(G) - {u, yt,y2,zl}] + az2. We have d(b,G ~) = d(b,G) for all 
b E V(G') - {xl} and d(xl,G') = 1. I f  G' is connected, then G ~ ~ ~. I fa  E D',  then 
D'  U {u, z2} and if a ¢ D', then D' U {u,a} is a strong dominating set of G and we 
obtain the same contradiction as in (9). Hence, G ~ has the two components HI and H2 
with (w.l.o.g.) v E V(HI) (this also implies v ¢ a). I f / /2  ~ G, we obtain the same 
contradiction as in (9). Hence, H2 E G which implies that G contains a path P : uylzla 
with u, a E I and d(yl, G) = d(zj, G) = 2, which is a contradiction to Proposition 3.4. 
Hence, all cases lead to a contradiction and the proof is complete. [] 
To see that no weaker similar condition leads to a better result than Proposition 1, 
it suffices to consider the trees Tk for k~>2 which are constructed in [1] and which 
satisfy d(u, G)~< 3 for all u E N(Ist(G), G) and 7,~t(G) = ½(n(G) + I/st(G)l). 
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